Requirements
2 1/8
7/8
7/8
1/3
1/3
4

Orange for second border, binding and fan blade
Green for chain and fan blade
Orange # 2 for fan and chain
Orange #3 for fan
Green #2 for fan
White for background and first border

Dresden Plate

We highly recommend the 18 degree Dresden ruler,
available from Prairie Quilt, to easily cut your fans and
receive perfection. Call now to get yours.

101 S. Main St.
Hennessey, OK 73742
405-853-6801
Website: www.quiltnow.com
Blog: www.sewartsyfartsy.com
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Block A
Peach

Cut two 2” strips WOF

Green

Cut two 2” strips WOF

White

Cut two 2” strips WOF
Cut three 3 1/2” strips WOF, cut strips into 6 1/2” for a
total of sixteen
Cut one 3 1/2” strips WOF, cut strip into 2” for a total
of sixteen

Sew one strip of orange to one strip of white. Cut into 2” pieces to equal
sixteen pieces. Sew two of each of these pieces together to make a four
patch.
Sew one strip of green to one strip of white, press toward green. Cut into
2” to equal sixteen pieces. Sew two of each of these pieces together to
make a four patch.
Cut one strip of orange and one strip of green in at 16”. Sew the strips
together lengthwise. Cut into 2” pieces to equal eight pieces. Sew two of
each of these pieces together to make a four patch.
make16

make 16

make 4

Sew two 3 1/2” by 2” rectangle to the sides of each green/orange four
patch. Sew eight 3 1/2” by 2” with an orange 2” square on one end and
a green 2” square on the other end. Sew these to the center piece as
shown in the picture.

make 4

make 8

sewn together, total of 4
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Sew a 6 1/2” by 3 1/2” rectangle to the sides of the center piece. The
remaining 6 1/2” x 3 1/2” sew an orange four patch to one end and a
green four patch to the other end. Sew onto the center making sure you
have orange going all one direction and green going the other direction.

Total of four blocks

Block B
Orange

Cut one 2 3/8” strip WOF, cut strip into sixteen
2 3/8” squares, cut diagonally once
Cut one strip 2” WOF, cut strip into sixteen 2” x 2”
squares

Green

Cut one 2 3/8” strip WOF, cut strip into sixteen
2 3/8” squares, cut diagonally once
Cut one strip 2” WOF, cut strip into sixteen
2” squares

White

Cut two strips 2” WOF, cut strips into thirty two
2” squares
Cut two 3 1/2” strips WOF, cut strip into eight 6 1/2” x
3 1/2” rectangles
Cut one strip 3 1/2” WOF, cut strip into sixteen
2”x3 1/2” rectangles

Make four 4 patch blocks of green and white and four of the orange and
white

make 4

make 4
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Sew into units according to the picture beginning with number
one and adding each section numerically.

6

2

1
3
5

Fan Block

4

White

Cut nine 12 1/2” squares in white

Orange

Cut nine circles from the template

Five fan colors

Cut two 4” strip WOF

7

Place the template on the 4” strip with the center line perpendicular to the
cut edge. Cut along the right hand side of the ruler. Turn the strip of
fabric so that the cut end is on the left hand side, working from left to
right. Rotate the wedge right and left Cut 36 wedges from each of the
five colors.
Fold each session in half lengthwise with right sides together. Sew a
1/4” seam along the top edge. Trim the corner that has the fold
make 4

make 4

Block C
Orange

Cut eight 2 3/8” squares, cut diagonally once

Finger-press the seam open. Turn the segment right side out and center
the seam line on the central fold in the segment. Press the folded edges
carefully, making sure the diagonal folded edges are balanced and equal.

Green

Cut eight 2 3/8” squares, cut diagonally once

Pin and sew twenty segments together to make a complete circle.

White

Cut eight 2” squares
Cut four 3 1/2” x 6 1/2”
Cut four 2” x 3 1/2”

Fold 12 1/2” square in half and then in half again mark on the fold lines.
Place the fan on the square, centering it with the fold marks. Applique
the fan to the square.
Turn the circle edges under 1/4”. Applique the circle to the fan.

Sew in units according to the picture.
4
3
2
1

Borders
White

Cut 6 strips of fabric 2 1/2” WOF for first border

Orange

Cut 7 strips of fabric 4 1/2” WOF for second border

Sew first border strips end to end after removing selvedges. Measure the
quilt, going lengthwise in the center and on both ends. Add the three
numbers together and divide them by 3. This will be the length you will
cut the sides. Sew the side pieces on, being sure to pin thoroughly before
sewing.
make 2

make 2

Do the same for the short border, measuring the center and both ends.
Add the three numbers together and divide them by 3. Sew the pieces on,
being sure to pin thoroughly before sewing.

